
Chapter 1—The Leather Industry in the 17th Century

In mo† villages of the realm there is ƒome dre�er or worker of leather… in London and its 
ƒuburbs, nearly 200.

BL Lanƒdowne Ms. 74 No 154

Before commencing any discussion of historical leatherwork, it is helpful to have a basic 
understanding of the guilds in general and the leather manufacturing industry of the 
seventeenth century in particular as this is the social context for the objects we are discussing. 
The industry, particularly in London, was well established by this time, with each of the 
various tasks being jealously guarded by the relevant guilds. 

During the seventeenth century, the most common leathers included vegetable tanned 
cowhide, ox hide and buffalo. Buff tanned leather was also used, but was normally thicker 
than vegetable tanned leathers. Often the leather was used flesh side out as this side was less 
scarred due to it being less prone to damage while on the inside of the cow.

A survey of upper leather carried out by the Museum of London has shown that the majority 
of shoes from the thirteenth century onwards are made from vegetable tanned cattle hides. 
Before this, there was a mixture of cow, goat, sheep and deer hides used, with some 
suggestion of cat used for poor quality soles. Rats were occasionally used for trim on clothing. 
This probably reflects stricter control by the guilds, issuing prohibitions on mixing leathers, 
and a more constant supply of cattle hides in London.1

Guilds

Role of the Guilds
The guilds filled an important position in society, some functions we now expect to be done 
by various arms of government—regulating the quality and supply goods; controlling 
employment; providing a form of social security to members’ widows and orphans. 
Progressive for their time, they admitted women to the rank of ‘freedmen’ in the guilds, in 
1536 alone, the Sadlers’ Company notes the admission of “the good wife Pounde, the good 
wife Coupir and the good wife Young”.2 Widows were also permitted to continue the craft of 
their dead husbands under the protection of the guild.3 The guilds also provided the setting for 
the middle/merchant class to meet with their peers in a social setting at the various statutory 
banquets throughout the year, and no doubt provided opportunities for plots to be hatched.

Within each guild the Master and Wardens exercised jurisdiction over all workers falling 
under their aegis: apprenticeships, admissions to the Freedom, wages, working conditions and 
the quality of goods offered for sale were among the most important matters which concerned 
the Court of Assistants which exercised discipline among its members by fines or 
imprisonment for contravention of its ordinances and bye-laws. Demarcation disputes with 
other guilds were not infrequent and on occasions these degenerated into conflict, which led to 
rioting and the intervention of the City authorities, who executed summary justice on the 
offenders and imposed penalties on the erring guilds.4

The guilds from time to time issued prohibitions on mixing leathers and ensured a more 
constant supply of cattle hides in London.5 Parliament also interfered from time to time. In 
1563 and again in 1604, laws were passed which stipulated, amongst other things, that 
leather intended for the outer soles of shoes should be tanned for at least a year and 
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other shoe leather for at least nine months. “The statute 5 Eliz. c.86 prescribed in hopeful 
detail the proper method of tanning, currying, and cutting leather. Outside London the 
examination of leather for the maintenance of proper standards was entrusted to ‘two, three, or 
more persons, of the most honest and skilful men.’ Their power extended to seizing the 
questionable goods and instituting proceedings against the offenders.”7 In 1649 it was an 
offence against the common justice for a shoemaker to: 

“…not make his Wares of good Leather, Soal and Upper-leather well tanned, 
and well sewed with Thread well waxed and twisted, and hard drawn with 
Hand-leathers8

If he mix his Wares, Part Neats-Leather, Part Calf, Horse or Bull-hide

If he sell any Wares upon Sundays”.9

Corruption appeared to be rife amongst these most honest men, Harrison complaining that 
tanners didn’t wait the full time, or substituted cheaper ash bark for oak and then bribed Royal 
officials when caught. Fortunately, the guilds were more interested in keeping standards up: in 
1609, Thomas Napton was fined twenty-one pence for eight pairs of shoes “which were taken 
from him, the soles of them being blackened and not tallowed …”.10 

Interaction between the Guilds
The complex production of leather goods, combined with the arcane political structure of each 
clique of merchants and artisans lobbying to protect their patch, resulted in a high level of 
interaction both within and between the various guilds. A list dated 1422 cites fourteen crafts 
involved with the manufacture and sale of leather.11

“The Tanner would buy hides from the butcher with hooves and horns still attached. The skins 
were then washed, trimmed, had the fur removed and, finally, were tanned”.12 The hide was 
then finished by a Currier13 and finally bought by a Cordwainer14 for making into shoes or 
boots. A Loriner produced metal furnishings such as buckles and spurs. Each of these 
craftspeople applied their margin, and many indulged in somewhat dodgy practices. A 
complaint against the tanners was “… that they may save lyme and barke, and make the 
speedier returne of their mony, they will take up their hides before they bee halfe tanned, and 
make sale of them…”15 The lime removes the hair and fat; the bark is mostly oak, the main 
source of tannin. Another source complains that the tanners will usually not sell for less than a 
100% mark-up on what they paid for the raw hides. The shoemakers were also not above 
reproach: “For whereas the others [the tanners] inhanse the price of their hides excessively, 
these fellowes racke it very unconscionably. … Sometimes they will sell you calves leather for 
cow leather, horse hides for oxe hides, and trulie I think rotten sheepe skins for good 
substantial and durable stuffe.”16

Cobblers were also involved for repairs and low-cost production. They used the waste from 
Cordwainers and cannibalised damaged shoes to repair old shoes and make new ones. “The 
waste of a high-value material such as leather would have been avoided at all costs, … 
especially during periods of civil strife.”17

By the Leather Act of 1563 curriers were forbidden to buy leather (shoemakers were intended 
to buy crust from tanners and take it to curriers for processing for them). The shoemakers had 
first asked for this and obtained legislative support for it in 1548. The Company of 
Cordwainers and the Company of Curriers lobbied heavily and unsuccessfully on this issue, 
although between 1548 and 1563 five acts were passed alternately allowing and prohibiting 
curriers from dealing in leather. The shoemakers had the upper hand in 1563 and the curriers 
were not successful in getting a further change in the act, although a number of them did 
obtain a license in 1567 allowing them to buy leather.18
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The production of leather clothing and clothing accessories was the domain of the Worshipful 
Company of Skinners, their first charter being granted in 1327.19 The charter of 1667 describes 
the occupation as “the manufacture of furs, skins and coney wool… making muffs and making 
of lining of garments, gloves and other things with fur”. Early records show both curriers and 
whitetawyers20 were employed by the skinners to dress leather ready for use in garments.

The main occupation of the Leatherseller was the manufacture and sale of points and laces, 
points being small straps or ties originally made of hart, hind, buck, roe, goat or kidskin, 
tipped with metal and used as fastenings before being superseded by the button and later the 
zip. Alternatively, a Leatherseller might be a tawyer like William Boteler, a warden who in 
1469 agreed to taw 2,600 goatskins and 100 kidskins annually, or he might have a 
haberdashery shop like John Skirwith (master 1467-7, 1483-4) who dealt in pouches, satin, 
linen and haberdashery as well as in animal hides. 

The “mystery”21 of Leathersellers flourished, absorbing potential rivals such as the 
Whittawyers, who asked to be amalgamated with the Leathersellers in 1479. Their example 
was followed by the Glovers Pursers in 1502, the Pouchmakers (1517) and the Punchmakers 
in 1575. Consequently, the Leathersellers exercised wide control over the light leather trade. 
On a couple of occasions in the 1590s, the Glovers had a whinge to Elizabeth R. about the 
monopoly: supplies of white leather where controlled by only eight Leathersellers who forced 
on them four bad skins in every dozen.22

Two strangers (ie, not members of a guild), Roger Heuxtenbury and Bartholomew Verberick 
were granted a seven year monopoly patent in England from 1565 for the manufacture of 
“Spanish or beyond sea leather” on the condition that the patentees should employ one native 
apprentice for every foreigner in their service. The supervision of this was entrusted to the 
Wardens of the Company of Leathersellers in London.23

In 1476 the London Bottelmakers’ Guild was forced to amalgamate with the Worshipful 
Company of Horners for financial reasons. By the middle of the next century, reflecting the 
decline of use in the city, there was only one bottel maker still in the guild. The Worshipful 
Company of Horners controlled purchase and sale of bottels within 24 miles of the City of 
London and the early statutes were to protect these rights. In addition, the Company controlled 
the trade by limiting its membership, assuring quality and controlling the admittance of 
apprentices. It also acted as a welfare organisation, looking after widows and attending to 
funerals. The Company still operates under a Charter received from Charles I in 1638.

The Worshipful Company of Glovers of London existed well before 1349—the date when the 
company’s first formal ordinances were made. These decreed that no one of the trade was to 
be admitted to the Freedom of the City without consent of the Wardens, fixed the price of 
sheepskin gloves at a penny per pair and ordained that gloves must not be sold by candlelight 
as “folk could not tell whether they were of good or bad leather or lawfully or falsely made”. 
The latter, described in another document as “naughtie and deceitefulle gloves” could be 
confiscated or destroyed by order of the Wardens.24

Owing to a decline in trade the Glovers amalgamated with the Pursers in 1501 only to be taken 
over by the Leathersellers a year later. However, in the 17th century the Glovers to prospered 
and become independent again their status being confirmed by a new charter granted by 
Charles II in 1639.25 This was probably helped by their actions in 1564, when the Worshipful 
Company of Glovers managed to convince Queen Elizabeth to ban the importation of gloves 
into England,26 this ban was finally repealed in 1825. The duration of the monopoly was 
matched by a corresponding decline in the quality of the merchandise.27
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Political profile and participation in the Civil War
The guilds took an active part in political and civic life. They were expected to work alongside 
the trained and untrained bands to form a third branch of the militia. By an act of the House of 
Commons on 15 April 1642, they were required to inform the Lord Mayor of the city of 
London  “what quantities of arms and ammunition you have in readiness for the defence of the 
City…”28

The masters of the guilds were often members of the trained bands, often the city needed to be 
defended from the apprentices of these masters on yet another drunken rampage on the 
dubious excuse of it being some spurious saint’s day. In December 1641, the Venetian 
ambassador saw the trained bands called out to control a riot and observed: “these troops are 
for the most part the masters of these very apprentices.”29 Among the list of Captain’s names, 
in the White Regiment we find Captain William Manby, “Clerk of Leathersellers’ Hall” and in 
the Green Regiment, Major Owen Roe, “a Mercer in Cheapside.”30

In March 1643 “all the trades and the whole inhabitants… within the City” 31 began work on a 
series of earthworks with forts at strategic points around London. William Lithgow, writing 
his Surveigh of London and England’s State in July of that year describes the City Guilds 
marching out to their own section of earthworks:

 “The daily musters and showes of all sorts of Londoners here, were 
wondorous commendable in marching to the fields and out-works (as 
merchants, Silk-men, Macers, Shopkeepers etc) with great alacritie… with 
roaring Drummes, flying colours, and girded swords; most companies being 
interlarded with Ladies, women and girles…

 The greatest company which I observed to march out, according to their 
turnes, were the Taylours, carrying fourtie six collours… The next greatest 
were the watermen… carrying thirty seven collours: The Shoemakers were five 
thousand and odds carrying twenty nine collours. The potters… a thousand 
Oyster wives … with drummes and flying collours, and in a civil manner; their 
goddess Bellona leading them in a martiall way.”32

The guild system reached its zenith in London in the 16th century, being eroded thereafter by 
the “Custom of London” which allowed any Freeman to follow any trade, regardless of his 
original calling, and by the improvements in the transport of goods, the decline of protection 
for monopolies, and the inexorable advance of industrialisation. 

In 1684 Charles II decided to bring the City of London under his direct control and ordered a 
surrender of its Charters, together with those of the Livery Companies, under a writ of Quo 
Warranto, and issued new charters of his own. The Saddlers’ Company received its 
replacement charter in 1684 but this was abrogated after the Glorious Revolution of 1688 and 
the 1607 Charter of James I was reinstated as the governing charter of the Company.
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Notes for Chapter 1

1Grew & de Neergaard, p46
2 History of the Saddlers Company (translation of Parliamentary Petition Number 7484, Public Records Office)
3 Waterer, Leather in Life, Art and Industry, p72
4 Saddlers—Development
5 Grew & de Neergaard, p46
6 See also 5 Eliz. c.17 “Punishment of the Vice of Buggery” for totally unrelated, but more entertaining reading
7 Harrison, p279, footnote 9
8 A piece of leather that goes around the hand (with a hole for thumb) to make it easier to pull the stitching tight
9 Reprinted in the Harlean Miscellany (1744) Vol. II. cited in Waterer, p63
10 Court books of the Honorable Company of Cordwainers.
11 Leathersellers—Livery History
12 Grew & de Neergaard, p44

13 Curriers dressed, levelled, and greased the tanned leather. The Curriers Company of London received its first 
Ordinance in 1300, which dealt with price and quality.
14 In 1272, the Cordwainers’ Company of London received Ordinances, and their first Charter in 1439
15 Stubbes on Leatherworkers
16 Stubbes on Shoemakers
17 Beabey, p18
18 Redwood—citing Clarkson, L.A., The Organisation of the English Leather Industry in the late sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries
19 The Skinners Company derived from two religious brotherhoods founded in the 12th - 13th centuries
20 Makers of Alum tanned leather - the earliest mineral tanning process
21 Referring to the secretive manner in which guild business was conducted, not unlike the Masons
22 Waterer, Leather in Life, Art and Industry, p60.
23 Redwood. This is significant as it implies that the process was new to England. The technique being introduced was 
sumach tanning from Italy, which had been developed in Cordoba, Spain.
24 Glovers’—Historic
25 ibid
26 According to Harrison, to “the ruin of a commonwealth and diminution of mankind”
27 Waterer, Leather and the Warrior, p104
28 Hamilton, Vol CCCCXC, 6
29 Lindley, p124
30 Walker, p59
31 Roberts, p11
32 ibid
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